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Introduction. 

1n this note, we investigate the few properties of the sectional curvatures of 

the adjoint Kaelerian manifold, which is defined in the previous paper [1]. 

Let us consider a (2n+ I) -dimensional differentiable manifold X 2n+l of class 

c∞， which is covered by the real coordinate neighborhood system (x’), where 

i , j , k is taken by the indices 1, 2, …, n: 1, 2" …, n: ∞. We put 

(1) <.a= xa+ix<<, z<<= xa-ixα， z∞=x∞’ 

where (x, ß, r and α， Jj, f are taken by the indices 1, 2. .... n and 1, 2. . ... 

n respectively. Then we know that (~. xα， x∞) assigns to (za. z<<’ z∞). and 

conversely. 

If it is possible to choose a coordinate neighborhood system. tn such that, tn 

the domain U 0 U' of two neighborhoods U(z') and Uτz’ ). it holds 

(2) zar=zt(za) , za/=za/(za) , z∞/=z∞/(z∞). 

azg/ 
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• • 뿔냄。. 

az 

We say that the manifold X 2n +1 admits an adjoint complex structure and wc 

call X 2n+l an adjoint complex manifold. 

Now, we assume that our adjoint complex manifold admits a Riemannian 

metnc 

(3) ds2 = g"dz'dz’ , 

where symmetric tensor g" is adjoint self-conjugate and satisfies 

(4) (g") = íO 

gßa 
o 

gβa 

O 

O 

o 

o 
g∞∞ 

• 

Then the metric form (3) is represented by the by the form 

(5) ds2=2gßædzβdzd 十g∞∞dz∞'dz∞.
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We caIl this metric satisfying (4) an adjoint Hermitian metric and the adjoint 
complex manifold with this metric an adjoint Hermitian manifold. 

Next, for the Christoffel symbols on this adjoint Hermitian manifold, if they 

satisfy that 

(6) r?,=0, excepting 1홉， r웠 and T$∞’ 

or. as the equivalent condition of this, 

(7) ðrgßã = ðßgra, 

a∞gßa = 0, 

ßrg，∞∞= 0, 

ca'ÿgPa = ßpg'ÿa)' 

ca，tg∞∞ = 0) , 

We say that the adjoint Hermitian manifold admits an adjoint Kaehlerian con

dition and we call this manifold X 2n +1 an adjoint Kaehlerian manifold. 

On the adjoint Kaehlerian manifold, the Christoffel symbols are represented 

by 

(8) 얀β = 꿈farg많 ， r앓=gãrð'ÿgPr' r영∞ =ð∞logt/g∞∞ ’ 

and the others are zero. 

And, for the curvature tensor, we can see that only the components of the 

form 

(9) n a 
"ð‘rβ ’ R~;;; lJá 

å'ÿP ’ R" iV D
a 

δγβ ’ R"..ðã 
ãrP ’ 

and 

(10) Rδ?βa， Rδrpa’ Rδrßã' Rå?pa’ 

can be different from zero. And they are represented by 
m / 

1 
! 

、 R"_Da=ð"rr:. δrβ δ rβ’ Rδ?/=ðår1p. 

Note. 

We now introduce a sectional curvature K determined by Iinearly independent 

vectors μ’ and v': 

R l k 1 1 
/kjiV U V'U 

( ) lkJ1 g kjg/i - g/jg kl) V' U ν μ 

lf this sectional curvature K is invariant for all possible two dimensonal section, 

(12) K= 、• 

then the curvature tensor must have the form 

(13) N1kj;=K(gkjg/i-g，μgkj). 
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ln the present case, from (4) , this reduces into the equations 

(14) Rδrßa=Kgrßgða’ 

(15) O=R야ßa=K(g"(βgδα-gðßgγa)' 

(16) O=R，∞rß∞= Kgrßg，∞∞· 

Since, from Ricci identity, we have 

R" .. D_=R δrßa δaßr’ 

(14) reduces into 

(1 7) Kgrpg，δα= Kgaßgðr• 

Transvecting g rβEδa to (17) , we have 

(1 8) ll(n- l) K=O. 

And, transvecting g"( ß gδa to (15) and grß g∞∞ to (1 6) , we have 

(19) μ(η- l) K=O， 

and 

(20) μK=O. 

Thus, from (18) , (19) and (20) , we obtain“ 

(21) K=O. 

Hence, we have 

THEOREM 1. At every point of α% αdjoint K aehlerian mαnifold， if the sec#onal 

curvature zs invarzαnt for all þossible two dimensioηal sec#ons, then tlze manifold 

is flat. 

We consider the vectors u' and v' satisfying the conditions 

(22) a ~ ." __ a 
ν =zu- , Ila=-zμα. 。o . 00 

1) =zμ • 

Then we can see that these vectors are Iinearly independent. 

For this section (μ’， v') , we have 

(23) R1kjiνlμkVJU' = -4Rðrßaμ6μrμBμa， 

(24) (g kjgli - g/jg ki) v
l μk ν1μ'=-4g) βgöaμ6μfμβμa， 

-
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and consequent1y, 

- Rδ'ÿßã Uðμ?μ8μa 
(25) K= “ ð •. 'ÿ β a 

g'ÿβgðãμ-μ 

2R M n~.Uð U 'ÿ UßU ii 
- afβa “ “ -

(g7ggδa+gaβgð'Y)μaμ'Y tiuã • 

If we assume that, at all point of the manifold, the sectionaI curvature for aII 
the section satisfying (22) is invariant, then it holds 

(26) Rðγga=웅K(g'Yβgða+ gãßgð'ÿ)' 

On the other hand. from the Bianchi identifyl 

'\7 rrl?/kji + 、7，Rkmji+ '\7 kR mlji = O. 

W'e have 

('2:7) '\7 cR，δ'ÿßã+ 'VδRγεβã+ÿ' 'ÿ Rcðβã=O. 

'VêRδ?βã+ ÒδR 'Yêßã+ 'V 'Y RËðßã=O. 

'V ~R""， a，，+ \1 "R"，~a，，+ \1 "， R~>ID"=O. δ얘a δ f∞야 7 ∞ðßã 

From (10) , these reduce into 

(28) '\7 cRδ?βa= t7aREfRa, 

、7f.Rð'ÿβã= \1'ÿRδSβã' 

'V ooRii^iBã=O. ð'ÿß 

Substituting (26) into (28) , we have 

(29) '\7f.K(g'Yßgðã+gãβgð'ÿ) =ÿ' ðK(g'ÿβgf.ã+gãβgE'ÿ)' 

'VEK(gφβgδã+gaβgδ'ÿ) =\1 
'ÿK(gêßgðã+ gãßgiiê)' 

'V∞K(g'ÿβgiiã+ gãßgii'ÿ) =0. : 

1'ransvecting g 'ÿδgδd to (29) , these reduce into 

며
 펴
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v∞K=O. 

Hence. for η>1 

(31) 'V;K =0 

Thus. we obtain 

THEOREM 2. If. at all points of an adjoint K aehleγairyz ntαnifold. the sectioηal 

cμrvatμre for all the sectioη satisfying (22) is inνariant. then the curvature tensor 

has the form (26) and it is αt absolute constant. 
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